
One Click 1581 

Chapter 1581: Sandu no **** dragon platform! 

"system!" 

"Using these designated materials, upgrade the Jixian Cannon to a Godless Soldier!" 

Su Lang licked his lips and gave instructions, "Don't say that these materials are not enough, the upgrade 

is done twice!" 

"Ding! Consume no god-level materials, no **** soul*5, remnant soul of heavenly dragon*2, remnant 

body of heavenly dragon*2, purple dragon blood jade*100, supreme dragon tear gold*100... 

Great Emperor-level refining materials: The Soul of the Supreme Emperor*20, the Soul of the Great 

Emperor*500, the Soul of the Emperor Wu*200000... 

The Jianxian Cannon evolved into the Sandu Supreme Soldier! " 

"I have directly reached the Sandu Godless Soldier!" 

Listening to the system prompt, Su Lang's eyes suddenly brightened, "Haha, it didn't disappoint me!" 

The mixer function of the system is much stronger than the normal mixer. 

The main point is that it consumes much less material. 

Therefore, the same amount of materials can often produce more advanced and powerful weapons! 

"Let me see how you are now!" 

Su Lang took the Jianxian Cannon in front of him and looked at it carefully. 

Perhaps because it contains too much Shenlong material, this imperial soldier has not returned to the 

basics, but is gorgeous! 

I saw that the overall image of the Jianxian Artillery remained basically unchanged, still the domineering 

appearance of Long Niu Yuxi. 

However, its details have changed a lot! 

The overall color became white, like the best white jade in the world. 

Its dragon buttons have become lifelike, whether in appearance, demeanor or temperament, they are 

more like dragons than the previous Zixiao Tianxinglong and Promise Tianxinglong. 

And the dragon button exudes a faint purple dragon energy, this is a strong dragon power, with an 

extremely powerful deterrent ability! 

Even a trace of dragon power inadvertently radiated is enough to make a quasi-god-less powerhouse's 

legs so weak that he can't walk! 

Let’s talk about Qi Ling. After upgrading to the Sandu Godless Level, the Qi Ling Cannon’s intelligence 

has become completely normal! 
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At this moment. 

Xiao Pao was kneeling in front of Su Lang, and thanked him loudly: "Xiao Pao thanked the master for his 

reinvention!" 

Because of the perfect mentality, it doesn't seem to be so stupid and ironic anymore. 

And his appearance is a slender young man. 

There are two small dragon horns growing on his forehead, and he wears a gorgeous dress made up of 

countless small scales. 

At this time, with a solemn expression of gratitude, it is even more graceful, like a jade, and the jade tree 

is in the wind. 

"Hahahaha!" 

"You finally have a more complete sense of wisdom!" 

"In that case, you can be considered a real new student." 

Su Lang smiled happily, "From then on, Jianxian Cannon is renamed Wushen Longtai, and your name is 

no longer Xiaopao, but Ao Bing!" 

"Yes!" 

Ao Bing kowtowed again, "Ao Bing kowtowed thanks to the master for his name!" 

"All right." 

"You go back!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly. 

"Yes!" 

Ao Bing immediately got into the Godless Dragon Terrace. 

"Such a jade seal, at first glance, can only be controlled by the kind of strong man who dominates the 

universe, and the realism is really higher than the sky." 

Su Lang played with the Godless Dragon Terrace in his hand, and the surprise in his heart still did not 

dissipate. 

He also didn't expect that after the JXian Cannon was promoted to Godless Soldier, he would gain a 

perfect mentality. 

It seems that other imperial soldiers refined by combinatorial techniques, such as the five-element 

imperial soldiers, will gain perfect sanity after being promoted to the Godless level, and will no longer be 

stupid. 

"Perhaps, when the super humanoid weapon is completed, it will also have a perfect mentality?" 



"However, how do I feel that hope is not great? Godless Dragon Platform and other weapons use very 

few parts, while super humanoid weapons have a full 120,000 parts!" 

"Well, forget it, now I have refined more than 60,000 parts, half of it is completed, and when this 

weapon is refined, I will know if the weapon spirit is a minor mental retardation." 

"..." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang used the weapon recognition ability to check the Godless Dragon 

Platform ability. 

On the whole, it remains the same, and it can still burst out cross-border single attacks, super large-scale 

firepower injection, dragon's nest defense energy absorption, and terror spirit shock. 

And because of Longwei's sake, the mental deterrence ability has been greatly strengthened, and the 

same level will be frightened. 

Chapter 1582: Use it as a mount to pull the wind 

Of course, there are exceptions to Su Lang who are immune to Longwei. 

In addition, the godless dragon platform is naturally able to condense the power of distortion. 

And because it is born to rely on energy to attack, it has a unique advantage in this regard, the same 

innate qi can condense more twisting power! 

"Not bad!" 

"One more weapon that can be used!" 

Su Lang smiled happily, "Moreover, you can use it as a mount if you don't usually fight, to pull the wind!" 

Soon. 

He put his gaze on those Diyuan Xianyuan again, and issued an instruction: "System, deposit all the 

Xianyuan Diyuan I got into the balance!" 

"Ding! The balance has been deposited!" 

I saw in the mysterious space, the number behind the balance suddenly rose from 24330 to 111580! 

"There are more than one hundred thousand subordinate emperor sources!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth, "System, upgrade me the one-key empowerment function!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 100,000 lower multiplier sources, the one-key empowerment function has been 

upgraded to 19, the current empowerment efficiency is 100%, and the number of daily empowerments 

has been increased to 38!" 

"It's only one level to level 20." 

"I don't know what kind of bonus feature will be given." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, keeping a trace of anticipation. 
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Immediately after. 

He turned his gaze to the exercise books he had just harvested. 

Unfortunately. 

Except for some lower-level exercises, the other advanced exercises are exactly the same as those 

obtained from Liang Xiaofei. 

"It seems that the desire to synthesize a brand-new Godless-level technique has fallen back." 

Su Lang curled his lips, and then took out two life universes, it was Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan! 

These are two godless life universes, as high-level as the one from Liang Xiaofei, with perfect rules and 

avenues, almost independent of the universe. 

"Open the channel!" 

Su Lang's heart moved, and the dragon button on the Godless Dragon Platform opened his mouth and 

let out a twist of force. 

Suddenly, a crack was opened on the surface of one of the living universes, forming a stable channel. 

"Clone dispatch." 

Su Lang directly dispatched a clone into this universe of life, and used perception sharing. 

quickly. 

A deadly universe appeared before his eyes. 

A super-large planet full of cracks is suspended in the universe, surrounded by two clusters of yin and 

yang slowly escaping energy. 

On the planet of life, all creatures are completely dead, not even a single bacteria left. 

Obviously, the master of the universe of life has exhausted all costs. 

Su Lang controlled the clone to walk on this vast planet of life, and the cities were full of corpses. 

Some corpses still maintain their pre-death actions, such as meditating, practicing martial arts, dual 

cultivation and enlightenment... 

These corpses were turned into black, dry remains, which would turn into ashes when touched. 

Su Lang even found nests of dragon corpses in the withered virgin forest. 

These dragons are different from the colorful dragons in Liang Xiaofei's universe. They are purple and 

have different bloodlines. 

And these dragon corpses also lost all use value, for Su Lang, it was no more precious than a handful of 

loess. 

Immediately after. 



He explored another universe of life and found that the situation was the same. 

The planet of life cracked, the sun and the moon collapsed, and all creatures died regardless of their 

cultivation level. 

"It seems that only some precious land and a lot of ordinary land can be harvested." 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, withdrew from the clone, and returned to his deity. 

Then send a large number of avatars to the two universes to dig out the treasures inside. 

So far. 

The trophies obtained from Che Chenghua and Zong Wenshan have been counted. 

"Next, continue to search for the lost Xuanwu." 

"The space-time turbulence near the border of the Eastern Wilderness is basically searched again, and I 

can only go to other places." 

"Where should I go then? The West is too far, to the South or the North?" 

"..." 

After some thoughts, Su Lang decided to go south. 

Because the battlefields used to kill Lin Fang, the leader of Guangming, and Emperor Gouyue were all in 

the south, which was a place that could be sent directly. 

But the north needs to send a clone to expand the map on a large scale to reach it quickly. 

Since the South can arrive faster, then the South! 

 

Chapter 1583 

Just do it. 

Su Lang immediately used the clone dispatch and replacement, directly to the south of the Eastern 

Desolation. 

Immediately after. 

He once again sent a clone avatar to expand the dispatchable range, and soon reached the southern 

border. 

Same as before. 

Su Lang enters the retreat of the Soul Chasing Emperor Palace to refining parts, saving up cultivation 

skills and waiting for the exercises. 

The avatars all use Baiying avatars to become thousands of avatars, searching for the lost Xuanwu in the 

turbulence of time. 



at the same time. 

The battle between Su Lang's beheading of Cha Chenghua and Zong Wenshan was also known by Chang 

Hen Palace and Supreme Nine Qing Palace! 

"This force, four crossings are no gods!?" 

In the plain and wide palace of the Chang Hen Palace, a boy in a long robe held a black bowl and looked 

at the water in the bowl. 

However, there was a world filled with regular visions and energy turbulence reflected on the water. It 

was the battlefield where Su Lang killed the two of Che Chenghua. 

"Before I sensed that there was a quasi-no-god-level battle over there, I didn't care, but I didn't expect 

such a character to appear in a blink of an eye!" 

"This mysterious Sidu Godless Grade is probably a survivor from the last reincarnation era. These old 

monsters can really hide." 

"Now that the era of reincarnation is gradually coming to an end, the life of the old monsters has almost 

reached its limit, have they pried open the coffin plates?" 

"However, let's recover when we recover. Why start killing each other now? Don't you understand that 

when the battle of reincarnation comes is the real time to fight?" 

"It's really a group of short-sighted, unstructured old trash, who have lived so long for nothing!" 

"..." 

Chang Henzi looked at the Eastern Wilderness, a trace of killing intent flashed in his eyes. 

Immediately after. 

He turned and looked aside. There was a middle-aged man with a pale complexion sitting cross-legged, 

who was the leader of the Feitian Sect, Yue Feitian! 

At this time, Yue Feitian had already recovered a little, and Chang Henzi was pulled back from the 

deadlock. 

"Junior meets the Lord of Chang Hen!" 

Seeing Chang Henzi looked over, Yue Feitian immediately bowed respectfully, but the expression he hid 

under his eyes was somewhat complicated. 

"Since you have recovered a certain degree of self-protection, let's go." 

"Hope you don't let me down during the war of reincarnation." 

Chang Henzi waved his hand, as if he was driving a fly, completely disregarding Yue Feitian, the Erdu 

Godless Grade. 

"Yes!" 

Yue Feitian knows what Chang Hen Zi means 



——Worry that his stepping stone will not be hard enough when the war of reincarnation comes! 

I have to say that this is really very arrogant and very arrogant, but Chang Henzi has the arrogant capital. 

Although there are three major forces in the middle famine, he is the strongest! 

Except for the Supreme Nine Qing Palace, who basically doesn't care about the world, the place of exile 

is basically the place where he hates the most son! 

"go!" 

Chang Henzi left a word and never looked at Yue Feitian again. 

Yue Feitian didn't say a word, turned and left the Palace of Long Hatred. 

There is still some time before the battle of reincarnation, he not only has to restore the peak, but also 

find ways to climb a higher realm. 

Only in that way can we have the strength to find Lu Mingxuan for revenge, and be qualified to stand at 

the top of the battle of reincarnation and compete for the right to ride in the Kowloon Coffin! 

After Yue Feitian left. 

Chang Henzi patted his hand lightly, and a dark figure appeared behind him. 

"Subordinates pay respect to the palace lord!" 

This black shadow's aura is very powerful, it turned out to be a Sandu Godless Grade! 

However, in front of Chang Henzi, this supreme emperor was very humble and treated himself as a 

subordinate! 

"Go ahead." 

"Go to the whole place of exile, plant the seeds of hatred, and nurture them to take root!" 

"I need those strong men to take the initiative to fight and fight, instead of being forced by the world!" 

"Only in this way can we condense the true will of humanity, and the possibility of the Nine Dragon 

Coffin will be even greater!" 

"..." 

Chang Henzi's vision is far-reaching, but with a trace of distraction, as if imagining the boundless 

universe in the legend. 

The boundless universe, a star field is the size of the entire exile, what a vast world is that? 

Wait for the subordinates to leave for a while. 

The divine light in Chang Henzi's eyes slowly condensed. 

He waved his hand, and the ground under his feet suddenly expanded into a vertical channel. 



Chang Henzi's body sank slowly, and soon stood on the ground again, with a very wide underground 

room in front of him. 

The walls around the room are transparent, and hundreds of millions of people are sealed inside! 

These people are male and female, old and young, but without exception, they are all dead! 

Chapter 1584: The atmosphere of the great world began to condense 

"what!!" 

"My parents, wife and children, brothers, masters, disciples, disciples..." 

Chang Henzi's complexion gradually turned sad, two tears slipped down her cheeks, and disappeared in 

the air before landing. 

He is so sad, it makes the watcher sad, and the listener shed tears. 

But no one knew that it was Chang Henzi who killed these people himself. 

Because this is the cultivation method of Changhen Palace... 

The inheritance legend of Changhen Palace comes from a fallen candle with nine Yin. 

In addition to practicing the road of orthodox warriors, the inheritors also have other unique methods of 

cultivation. 

This kind of perverted, twisted, and crazy practice of killing all relatives and friends personally and 

sinking oneself into sadness and hatred is the most important one. 

And the basic principles of this cultivation method are actually somewhat close to the way of incense. 

It's just that, the traditional way of incense is to have believers give themselves the power of incense. 

And the strange way of cultivation of Chang Hen Palace is to produce sadness and hatred towards 

oneself, turn it into a unique aspiration, in order to quickly cultivate to a higher level. 

I have to say that although this method is perverted and distorted, the effect is good. 

Every inheritor of the Palace of Long hatred in the reincarnation era can quickly improve and stand at 

the top of the current era. 

At this moment. 

Chang Henzi began to practice uniquely, and peculiar aspirations were generated. 

These aspirations merged into his body and the universe of life, like a special solvent, melting the body 

and the universe of life into one. 

The further integration of the perfectly integrated soul body and the perfectly integrated universe of life 

is the only way to practice without God! 

And this step is also called 【Incarnation World】! 
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Of course, Su Lang didn't know this yet, and his "Return to Nature and Return to One Emperor" had not 

yet reached the founding level. 

And while Chang Henzi was practicing hard, in the far north, in the wooden house where Taishang 

Jiuqing Palace went deep into the turbulent time, Zhan Taiqing was staring at the chessboard in 

amazement. 

I saw an unusually bright red dot on the eastern part of the chessboard. 

"Sidu has no god-level?" 

"This person had crossed the Quasi-Godless Level before and reached the Yidu Godless Level, and now 

he directly crossed three small realms to the Four Crossing Godless Level!?" 

"This...Even if this person is a strong survivor from the last reincarnation era, it is impossible to recover 

so quickly, right?" 

"A Godless Grade needs to recover. I don't know how many heavenly materials and earth treasures 

must be eaten, and how many heaven and earth auras will be absorbed to slowly recover." 

"Perhaps, this is a real super old monster, maybe it is not a person from the last reincarnation era, but a 

strong man in a more distant era!" 

"This era of reincarnation is probably more exciting than the last era of reincarnation..." 

Thinking of this, Zhan Taiqing, who was the number one master of the Supreme Nine Qing Palace, 

narrowed his eyes, with a bit of fear and war intent in his surprised eyes. 

At this time. 

Zhan Taiqing moved his gaze to other positions on the chessboard. 

A red dot pops up in those places from time to time, representing a powerful Godless powerhouse! 

"It's time to act." 

Zhan Taiqing retracted his gaze, took out a piece of jade pendant for transmission, and issued a series of 

instructions. 

At this moment, the entire indisputable Supreme Nine Qing Palace seemed to be a sleeping behemoth 

resurrected. 

A famous master walked out of the station, spreading across the entire exile like a wave! 

The atmosphere of the world has gradually begun to condense! 

The other side. 

Lu Mingxuan concealed his figure and rushed to the border of the Eastern Desolation, but suddenly 

found that the ashes of the lifeline pointed to the far southeast. 

"what?" 

"Changed position in an instant!?" 



"How is this possible? Even the most advanced teleportation array cannot directly teleport this far!" 

Lu Mingxuan was stunned, his face was amazed, "How on earth did this happen?" 

Simultaneously. 

He also deeply felt the difficulty of this enemy 

——Not only is it strong in combat power, and can kill his two seniors with one enemy and two in an 

instant, but also has weird means to teleport extremely far distances! 

Chapter 1585: Practice the creation authority 

"but." 

"Even if you are strong, I will not give up revenge!" 

"..." 

Lu Mingxuan gritted his teeth and turned to head south. 

His previous plan to devour the entire Feitian Sect was interrupted by Chang Henzi, but it still succeeded 

in ninety-nine percent! 

His realm will soon break through to Sidu Godless Level! 

Lu Mingxuan believed that even if he couldn't beat Su Lang at the Sidu Godless Level, he would not be 

easily killed by a spike! 

Of course, he is still very cautious. If he can't fight, he won't make a shot easily. 

The main purpose of chasing the past this time is to determine the specific strength of the enemy. 

Su Lang didn't know that Lu Mingxuan was trying to kill himself, otherwise he would be very happy. 

However, he is in a good mood now. 

Because the clones have dug up all the treasures in the two godless life universes. 

Yes! 

The efficiency is so fast. 

Because every avatar and incarnation of Su Lang possesses the strength of a godless level! 

Even if Baiying clones were used to transform into one hundred weaker clones, the strength of these 

clones was infinitely close to the godless level! 

Thousands of such clones are working at the same time, and of course the speed is incredibly fast! 

"There are so many treasures in these two godless universes." 

"It seems that my Shifang universe can be refilled again." 
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Su Lang smiled faintly, and immediately changed his mind, and the universe of life in Shifang suddenly 

changed drastically. 

I saw a large number of cracks once again appearing in life planets. 

From the perspective of the creatures on the ground, for example, in the eyes of Chu Xiaobei and the 

others, these cracks are simply a terrifying abyss. 

Immediately after. 

There are clones in these abysses. 

They appeared in the ground, and under Su Lang's control, they continuously threw out treasure lands, 

and then used their tremendous magic power to integrate them with the original ground! 

Time passed slowly. 

The torn horror rift abyss once again disappeared, replaced by more caves! 

"Finally calmed down." 

"How long is this, before I even wake up, there will be another big change in the world." 

"Whether this guy Su Lang progresses so fast, it's simply unreasonable." 

"It's good to make progress quickly. Brother Su Lang can instill strength in us. He becomes stronger and 

we will be stronger in the future. I look forward to it!" 

"It turns out that these great changes in the world are all made by His Majesty Su Lang? It's really 

spectacular, so admirable!" 

"..." 

In a house, Chu Xiaobei, Ji Ruxue, Murong Xianxian, You Zhi, and Su Ling'er and Xiaomei Tuan were 

sitting together, chatting and talking. 

"Haha, it's quite harmonious." 

Su Lang noticed the five girls who were talking about it and smiled suddenly. 

Su Linger and Xiaomei lived alone. 

However, because of the frequent drastic changes in Bluestar recently, the strength of Xiaomei and Su 

Linger is too low. 

So in order to protect the safety of the two, Chu Xiaobei took the initiative to take them over. 

Everyone got along very well, Chu Xiaobei and You Zhi even became interested in Su Ling'er, and they 

would study this Su Lang's named disciple from time to time. 

Of course, they can take a look at the problems that even Su Lang can't solve, and satisfy their curiosity. 

At this moment. 

The Shifang Life Planet is filled again. 



The volume and surface area have grown a lot, and it has become a more vast and extraordinary world. 

"In such a world, it would be a waste not to live in some creatures." 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, and his heart was about to move. 

Originally, he wanted to use his life universe as a cultivation base for the adult race. 

But now it seems that the Blue Star alone cannot be completely occupied by the human race on Canglan 

Star, and can only occupy a small continent. 

Let’s talk about it, there are ten super-giant and extraordinary planets that are many times larger than 

Cicada Dragon Star, and the human race can't live there! 

Moreover, the human races are now all on the Canglan star in the boundless universe, and cannot be 

collected into the blue star. 

"Well." 

"If there is only Human Race, it would be a bit monotonous." 

"If this is the case, let's get some living creatures in and live in the Moon Mother Nest." 

"By the way, you can also practice my'creation authority'." 

"..." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang took out the mother's nest of the Godless Corps. 

Chapter 1586: Get to work, Moonmoth! 

"The moon moth knocks on the master!" 

The flat moth demon slowly bowed to Su Lang and fell to the ground. It was the spirit of the Moon 

Mother's Nest. 

"Give me spores with universal evolution characteristics." 

Su Lang commanded unceremoniously, "The more the quantity, the more the better!" 

Although the races bred from the mother's nest may seem different, they are actually subspecies of the 

moth. 

It's like there are many races of intelligent creatures on the Canglan Continent, but they all have human 

forms, but they have different racial characteristics and bloodlines, and can be regarded as subspecies of 

the human race. 

However, the moon hawk moth is a species with extraordinary potential and can reach the godless level, 

which can be seen from Huatianlou. 

Such a race is already higher than the realm ceiling of most intelligent races. 

Therefore, Su Lang didn't dislike the spores that formed the Moon Mother's Nest, so he used it directly. 

"Yes! Master!" 
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The moon moth respectfully took its orders, and immediately kowtowed again, "But the production of 

spores requires a lot of vitality, blood, mental power and aura, and the amount of moon moths stored is 

estimated to be insufficient." 

"This is easy." 

"Such a fragment of the Great Emperor's soul body can satisfy you?" 

Su Lang nodded slightly and took out a large number of fragments of the Great Emperor's soul body. 

These soul fragments were all obtained by beheading the enemy of the Great Emperor. 

But Su Lang couldn't get past that hurdle psychologically, so he didn't eat it all the time. 

Now that his soul and body are fully integrated, he can't use it anymore, just use it as a consumable. 

"absolutely okay!" 

"Great master, these soul fragments are simply the most suitable raw materials for me!" 

"They not only possess powerful vitality, blood and spiritual energy, but they also incorporate soul 

power, which is perfect!" 

Moon Moth looked at the fragments of the Great Emperor's soul body that Su Lang took out, and his 

eyes were as bright as light bulbs. 

She has never'eaten' this perfect raw material, at most she has eaten some great emperor-level 

warriors. 

But the soul bodies of those great emperor-level warriors are mixed with ordinary flesh and blood, far 

inferior to the soul body fragments that have been systematically purified. 

"That's good." 

"These fragments of the Great Emperor's soul body are used to make up." 

"But you have to do your best to produce spores for me!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly, waved his hand again, and the fragments of the Great Emperor's soul body 

piled up into the mountains appeared in front of the moon moth. 

"Oh my God!" 

"so much?" 

When the moon moth looked at it, her body trembled with excitement, "The moon moth promises to 

complete the order and satisfy the owner!" 

"Ok." 

Su Lang waved his hand indifferently, and immediately gathered the Moon-Constructing Mother's Nest 

and all the fragments of soul body into the Tai Sui universe. 



The Tai Sui universe is a wood-attribute universe, which represents life and is very suitable for the 

reproduction and evolution of creatures. 

"What a big planet of life!" 

"Moreover, this planet of life is actually made up of treasure lands!" 

"The whole world is dominated by wood properties, and there seems to be no shortage of other rules. It 

is simply the most perfect planet of life I have ever seen." 

"I must spread the spores all over the world and cultivate countless races for my master!" 

Moon Moth looked at the immensely vast and full of vitality, Tai Sui star, his eyes were full of 

excitement. 

"Eat these soul-body fragments and start working, Moonmoth!" 

Su Lang controlled a clone and descended on Tai Sui Star, standing next to Geuyue Mother Nest. 

"Yes! Master!" 

Gouyue Mother's Nest immediately began to swallow the fragments of the Great Emperor's soul body 

that became mountains and seas. 

Not long. 

All the fragments of the Great Emperor's soul body were swallowed by the Moon's Nest. 

A stream of strong and pure energy almost overflowed from the mother's nest. 

"Master, I'm going to start!" 

The moon moth took a deep breath and plunged into the body! 

In the next moment, the mother's nest of Gouyue was soaring wildly, from a palm-sized octahedral 

crystal to an asteroid-like existence! 

Immediately afterwards, the mother's nest began to rotate rapidly, and countless spores were suddenly 

ejected from the small holes on the surface. 

These spores are so small that they are almost impossible to detect, but when they are large in number, 

they are condensed into a cloud shape, which makes people visible at a glance. 

Su Lang stretched out his hand and took a bunch of spores into his hands for observation. 

These spores are smaller than ordinary cells, but they contain a lot of energy! 

As soon as they came into contact with the regular avenues of this world, they began to evolve in the 

most suitable direction. 

Chapter 1587: The illusion of time acceleration! 

but. 
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Although Su Lang's Tai Sui universe is connected to other universes, the Avenue of Rules has been 

improved. 

But on the whole, it is the wood series avenue and derivative rules that occupy the vast majority of the 

attributes of the entire universe. 

Therefore, although the spores of the spores of the mother's nest have evolved in different directions, 

almost all of them have embarked on the evolutionary path of the extraordinary wood species. 

Among them, most of the spores have embarked on the same evolutionary path, and only a few have 

embarked on other different evolutionary directions. 

At this moment. 

All the spores of the mother's nest are evolving rapidly. 

Because they are controlled by the mother's nest, the process of their division, growth, evolution, and 

reproduction is very fast, as if they are accelerated by the rules of time. 

But in fact, it only speeds up the division of cells, allowing the spores to go through a lifetime and 

reproduce the next generation in a short time. 

So it looks like time has been accelerated, but in fact it is just an illusion. 

In the rapid evolution, many individuals mature and die soon. 

However, there are some individuals in the group who are more suitable for living in this world stand 

out. 

These individuals continue to grow and multiply and evolve into the next generation more suitable for 

survival. 

Soon, the spores embarked on three different evolutionary directions of plants, animals, bacteria and 

fungi. 

There are the most bacteria and fungi, and they have become one of the cornerstones of life on the Tai 

Sui star. 

The second most plant species, countless mosses covered the earth, and then continued to multiply and 

evolve, and gradually small grasses, shrubs, and even taller plants appeared. 

Many groups have emerged in this evolutionary direction of animals. 

What shocked Su Lang was that these animals gave birth to complete souls with soul origin! 

"No, this is already a natural soul!" 

Su Lang was surprised and smiled, "It's incredible, it seems that the ability to construct the Moon 

Mother's Nest is still impatient!" 

This was the first time he saw a natural soul born by man! 

In fact, Su Lang had also produced a large number of complete souls with soul origin before. 



It was the 100,000 sub-souls that he produced when he used the "Soul Gathering and Splitting 

Technique" to split the soul. 

But the soul origin possessed by those sub-souls is forged. 

To be more honest, it is not a true complete soul at all. 

Compared with the souls born of these spore creatures, it is a relatively poor product. 

Of course, the Soul Gathering Technique is only an emperor-level technique after all, and it is already 

very rare to be able to forge that seamless soul. 

"Let me see, are there more surprises?" 

After being surprised, Su Lang became more interested and looked at the spore species on the vast 

planet. 

quickly. 

His eyes locked on one of the animal species. 

There is a sudden emergence of an evolutionary species, emerging from a large number of suzerains, 

rapidly growing! 

This is an extraordinary creature with a human form. 

Their bodies are only less than twenty centimeters high, and a pair of fluffy wings grow behind them. 

And they turned out to be exceptionally beautiful, their bodies were very hot, and they were just 

miniature super beauties. 

The most important thing is that this is an extraordinary species with complete wisdom, it is a race of 

intelligent life! 

"Lying down!" 

"How can this creature look like the legendary flower elves!" 

Su Lang stared at these little people who were constantly dancing. 

He never expected that the largest group of spores evolved would be very similar to the flower elves in 

his impression! 

It is also a small body, waving its wings and flying around, with very strong vitality and wisdom. 

Except for the wings behind him. 

The flower elves are small translucent wings of different colors, a bit like dragonfly wings. 

The elves evolved from this spore have velvety wings, which are the racial characteristics of the moon 

hawkmoth. 

"Tsk tut!" 

"The world is really amazing!" 



Su Lang exclaimed, "I didn't expect that such an existence could have evolved in my life universe." 

Chapter 1588: Miracle, spirit of life! 

This kind of ingenious thing is almost impossible to replicate. 

Because he is not yet the heavenly path of the Tai Sui Planet of Life, he cannot control the world line. 

Everything about the evolution of the spores is random, and any small change will make a huge 

difference in results. 

Even if a similar species evolved, Su Lang estimated that he would not be so close to the elves in his 

memory. 

"This is the miracle of creation!" 

"Since you are so like flower elves, I will call you elves too." 

"My world is a world dominated by wood attributes, with ample vitality and prosperous life. You can call 

it a life spirit!" 

"..." 

Su Lang stretched out his hand to take in a life elf, and took a closer look. 

The cultivation qualifications of the life elves are really very good, even the lowest-level qualifications 

are top-grade qualifications. 

Moreover, they are uniquely talented in the avenue of wood rules, and they can understand the rules of 

wood more easily. 

In other words, they can easily break through to the Martial Saint level, and their advantage in the 

Martial Emperor level is also very large. 

"Really good!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "Since there is a life spirit, let's get the tree of life out again!" 

The spirit of life and the tree of life can be said to be complementary existences, and the two appear at 

the same time, which will definitely increase each other's development speed and ceiling. 

"I just saw some tall trees before. Let's choose and cultivate them based on them." 

"Unexpectedly, one day I would also embark on the road of selective breeding. This is really a great 

road." 

Su Lang moved his body and came to the side of a large forest that had just evolved. 

This kind of tree is already very tall, with dozens of stories full, and it is simply a primitive giant tree on 

top of the previous Blue Star! 

But these trees actually only appeared for more than ten minutes. 

And these trees are still growing, growing, breeding and dying... 
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The mother's nest is too powerful for the spores to accelerate cell division, and it has evolved and 

cultivated such a large species in such a short time. 

Of course, considering that this is a purely auxiliary Supreme Soldier, it is completely understandable. 

"The tree of life must first be tall enough." 

"It's best to cover the sky and the sun, it can be called the tree of the world!" 

"Then it has to be strong enough, it's best to look very extraordinary." 

"The most important thing is to have a strong vitality, closest to the road of wood property rules!" 

"..." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang began to change the environment of this land. 

To make these trees more powerful, it is necessary to give them enough suffering. 

"Just make a formation that consumes vitality." 

"In order for trees to survive, they must evolve stronger vitality production and storage capabilities." 

"It's like in the desert Gobi, there are succulent cactus plants growing." 

"..." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang used the ability to form an array with one thought, and suddenly one 

formation covered a large area of land. 

Immediately after. 

These formations began to draw life. 

Large tracts of woods continue to wither, and only a few can survive. 

But these surviving trees also got more resources and quickly developed and expanded, regenerating 

large areas of forest. 

Moreover, the moon moth also sensed Su Lang's intentions, and immediately focused on this forest and 

cooperated with Su Lang to create new life! 

With the cooperation of moon moths, these trees develop and evolve faster. 

It takes less than a second for a tree to grow from a seed to a tree of thousands of meters and then die 

and wither and return to the soil! 

quickly. 

The evolved trees have completely adapted to the harsh environment created by Su Lang. 

These trees have super vitality, they can be called giant plants and treasures! 

"But this level is not enough." 



"If you count according to the level of the martial artist, you are only at the level of the martial arts." 

"How can a mere Wuxian level be qualified to be a world tree-level existence?" 

"..." 

Su Lang's expression was indifferent, and he arranged more formations again, and the trees that had 

just adapted to the environment withered again, with only a few remaining. 

Immediately after. 

These remaining trees have begun the repeated process of growth, reproduction, and evolution. 

Although this process is very complicated, it becomes very fast due to the ability to accelerate cell 

division! 

Chapter 1589: Guide to create the tree of life! 

Time passed slowly. 

Finally, a giant tree with a height of ten thousand feet and a canopy breaking through the sky appeared. 

The branches of this tree are like colored glaze, and the energy flow inside the trunk can be seen, which 

is very impressive at first glance. 

The canopy is light blue, very big! 

Moreover, it also possesses the fluffy racial characteristics of the moon hawkmoth clan, making its 

extremely broad canopy become like an endless sea of clouds. 

If a foodie sees it, it may be regarded as a giant cotton candy. 

And this kind of canopy does not look good, but has a very powerful function. 

It can absorb the essence of heaven, earth, sun and moon, transform it into vital energy, gather the 

wood attribute road between heaven, earth and the universe and its derived rules to surround itself, 

and ensure sufficient vitality from the root. 

Anything on this towering tree is a treasure of heaven and earth. 

Bark, branches, leaves, sap, all! 

If you are seen by the treasure hunt flying glider, you will definitely be crazy! 

In addition, perhaps because of its huge size, although this kind of tree has a high transcendent level, it 

is not very intelligent. 

Their intelligence is similar to planetary consciousness, but they are more subjective and can be called 

giant tree consciousness. 

"The level has reached the Quasi-Great Emperor level." 

"The attributes and characteristics also echo the tree of life in memory." 

"..." 
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Su Lang looked at the big tree in front of him, nodded very satisfied, and then cancelled the formation. 

Suddenly, more powerful vitality poured into this depleted land, so that the towering giant trees that 

survived were once again nourished. 

Rumble! 

The giant trees grew rapidly, and the breath on the body became more and more majestic. 

In the end, these trees reached the level of the emperor! 

"Life Elf is done." 

"The tree of life is also complete." 

"But this does not mean that the matter has ended successfully." 

"The tree of life and the spirit of life evolved separately, and the symbiotic relationship between the two 

cannot be established suddenly, and they must also be guided." 

"..." 

The light of wisdom flashed in Su Lang's eyes. He waved his hand and immediately ingested the endless 

life elves and plunged into this tree of life. 

"Squeak!" 

Although the life elves with wisdom have not developed a language in a short time, they can still 

communicate. 

They looked at the immensely huge tree of life, as if a child had found a mother, so excited. 

The life spirits are flying around the tree of life, like beautiful fireflies. 

They absorb the aura that the tree of life overflows, and comprehend the avenue of wood rules and the 

derived rules where the tree of life converges. 

At the same time, they admired the tree of life and realized that they wanted to protect these trees, so 

they gradually became the guardians of the tree of life. 

"The symbiotic relationship is established quickly!" 

"But this is reasonable, after all, the tree of life was originally created specifically for life elves." 

There was a heartfelt smile on Su Lang's face, and he was obviously satisfied with this item, "Moon 

Moth, I will leave it to you next, keep their status quo and develop their numbers." 

"Yes, great master!" 

The moon moth took its order and replied, "But once the evolution is started, even the moon moth 

cannot be stopped, and it can only reduce the evolution rate of the spores to a basic level." 

"Then adjust their evolution speed to the lowest." Su Lang nodded slightly. 

"Yes!" 



The moon moth nodded, and then performed some operations. 

Under its control, the evolutionary speed of the tree of life and life elves directly became the lowest. 

Of course, although the speed of evolution has been countless times slower, development is still going 

on! 

Especially the life elves as intelligent life groups. 

They got rid of the endless growth, reproduction, death and evolution, and began to have their own 

time to develop civilization. 

The development of civilization cannot be accomplished by accelerating cell division. 

Unless you can speed up time, you can only wait! 

"one way or another." 

"The tree of life and the spirit of life will definitely be one of the protagonists on Tai Sui Star!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and waved his hand to divide this vast forest into hundreds of 

thousands of pieces, and then placed it on every corner of Tai Sui Star. 

Among them, each has more than a dozen trees of life and hundreds of millions of life elves. 

The tree of life will multiply, and the spirit of life will also multiply. Presumably, there will be more 

numbers soon, truly becoming the protagonist of the planet. 

Chapter 1590: Overlooking the civilization created by yourself! 

Finish it all. 

Su Lang's gaze shifted to other spore races. 

The evolution of the tree of life and the spirit of life has become very slow, but the other spore races are 

still evolving at the fastest speed. 

quickly. 

A large number of races have evolved, and plants and animals are very rich, forming a very stable 

ecosystem. 

at the same time. 

The original life elves evolved other races. 

These elves who were not selected by Su Lang and put them in the forest of life must face countless 

dangers by themselves. 

They have evolved super combat effectiveness and their personalities have become more realistic. 

Unlike the group of life elves in the forest of life, they have not experienced any danger, and their 

character is very kind and naive. 

Moreover, the number of these elven races is countless times greater than the number of life elves! 
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But after Su Lang divided the forest of life into hundreds of thousands and scattered them all over the 

country. 

These trees of life with infinite vitality are immediately coveted by a large number of creatures! 

The wars between races are constantly erupting! 

Although the life elves are not good at fighting, they can still easily repel the alien elves. 

Because they are backed by the tree of life, it is easier to practice! 

And the lifespan is simply too long compared to those alien elves that mature, multiply, and die quickly, 

and can be called a longevity species. 

Even if it is only a civilization that has been developed for tens of minutes, their civilization is much more 

advanced than the alien elves. 

The life elves have extraordinary talents, a huge base, and a large number of spells. 

Although the time is too short, these techniques are completely unsightly, but they have greatly 

improved their combat power to fight against endless alien elves and other creatures. 

They hate those alien creatures who attack the tree of life, and whether they are alien elves or other 

creatures, they are called short-lived species. 

But the reason why alien elves and other creatures have a short life span is because they trade their life 

span for the speed of evolution. 

In the rapid evolution process, alien elves and creatures gained more ability to restrain life elves. 

With the passage of time, there was even a group of alien elves who actually walked on the opposite 

side of the wood series avenue, that is the regular avenues such as ‘dry’ and ‘death’. 

These regular avenues are also in the wood system avenues. They complement and complement the 

positive ones. They are indispensable, just like Yin and Yang. 

This group of alien elves that go to the other extreme is called death elves by life elves, and has 

developed more branches, such as withered elves. 

They have more powerful combat power, and even took down a few trees of life and divided them! 

In addition, in addition to the evolution of alien elves, other races are also evolving, and the average 

strength of all races is also rapidly increasing. 

The races of some beasts became stronger and stronger, forming races similar to fierce beasts. 

Their living space is smaller, so they are more brutal, bloodthirsty and cruel, and their combat power is 

extremely powerful, and the emperor ranks are endless! 

These fierce beasts also joined the war between the two elves, and the three stood on their feet. 

A larger and magnificent war soon broke out, and the three parties fought to the death and the life. 

Of course. 



This kind of war that can be called epic to the elves is just a flash in the eyes of Su Lang, and it is not 

worth mentioning. 

"The competitive situation has taken shape." 

"However, the evolution of alien elves and fierce beasts is too fast. This is not a healthy world 

development situation." 

"They have been able to conquer the tree of life, and if they evolve, the spirit of life will gradually 

decline and become extinct." 

"It's time for all races to stand on the same starting line, evolve and compete together." 

"Moon moth, now adjust the evolution speed of all races to the same, but not the slowest, nor the 

fastest." 

"Keep the evolution speed of all races at the limit where their thinking can function normally, so as to 

promote their own civilization." 

Su Lang overlooked the entire planet Tai Sui with a calm expression, as if he was doing a trivial thing. 

 


